RADIO PERSONALITY MANAGER (RPM)
PROGRAMMER™
EASY-TO-USE RADIO
PROGRAMMING FOR
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The radio programming suite links to
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ProFile™, a Windows-based application for
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wireless,
over-the-air
programming (OTAP)
of trunked radios.
The radio programming applications create,
modify, and store personalities, and ProFile
delivers the personalities over the air for
increased productivity.

Harris’ radio programming suite of applications (RPM/RPM2 and ProGrammer) allows
users to program radios for use on P25 trunked, P25 conventional, ProVoice™,
Enhanced Digital Access Communications System (EDACS®), EDACSIP, and analog
conventional systems. The user-friendly Windows®-based applications permit users to
manage a fleet of radios easily and efficiently.

RADIO MANAGEMENT MADE EASY
The Harris radio programming suite
provides one common interface for
most Harris radios. By providing consistency of appearance and operation,
the applications create a familiar
work environment that saves training
time and reduces confusion for users.
The radio programming suite provides increased flexibility and fills
growing requirements for radio fleet
management and system security.
Radio programming applications
offer the following features:
 Windows graphical user interface
provides users with all the elements
of a modern, user-friendly interface:
menus, toolbars, icons, and accelerator keys.

 Portability of radio personalities
(profiles) eliminates the need to
obsolete entire personalities simply
because the user changes radio
types. To reproduce radio personalities across products, simply add
the new radio type to the existing
personality and program the radio.
 Shared personality information
allows users to define talkgroups
and frequency sets only once and
use them across radio product lines
 To ensure system security, the
applications must be registered to
become activated. Registration can
be performed via the Internet at
the time of installation or manually if a customer does not have
Internet access.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Software Operating Systems Supported
RPM
Microsoft® Windows® 7
Microsoft Windows 8
Microsoft Windows 8.1
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2

RPM2
Microsoft® Windows® 7
Microsoft Windows 8
Microsoft Windows 8.1

RADIOS SUPPORTED BY RADIO PERSONALITY MANAGER RELEASE R2 OR LATER
Portables
XL-200P
Unity® XG-100P*
XG-75P
XG-25P
XG-15P
P7300
P7200

Mobiles
P7100IP**
P5500
P5400
P5300
P5200
P5100**
Jaguar™ 700P & 700Pi
(RU101219)**

Unity XG-100M
XG-75M
XG-25M
M7300
M7200
M7100IP**
M5300

Jaguar 725M**

*Supported by RPM but not supported by RPM2.
**RPM supports radio code version 13 and higher for the P7100IP, P5100, Jaguar 700P and 700Pi, M7100IP, and Jaguar 725M.

RADIOS SUPPORTED BY PROGRAMMER RELEASE R20 OR LATER
Portables

Mobiles

Legacy Portables

Legacy Mobiles

P7100IP*
P5100*
Jaguar™ 700P & 700Pi*
M-RK™
LPE-200™
EDACS 300P
PANTHER™ 500P
PANTHER 300P

M7100IP*
Jaguar 725M*
EDACS 500M
KMC™

PCS™ Dual Mode
LPE-50™
KPC™
EDACS M-PA™
EDACS Monogram Portable
IPE™
DPE™
DPE-100
DPE-200

Orion™
PANTHER 300M
MDX™
MDR™
Alpha FMD™
FMD
EDACS Monogram™ Mobile

Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. Product sales are subject to applicable U.S. export control laws.

About Harris Corporation
Harris Corporation is a leading technology
innovator that creates mission-critical
solutions that connect, inform and protect the
world. The company’s advanced technology
provides information and insight to customers
operating in demanding environments from
ocean to orbit and everywhere in between.
Harris has approximately $8 billion in annual
revenue and supports customers in 125
countries through four customer-focused
business segments: Communication Systems,
Space and Intelligence Systems, Electronic
Systems, and Critical Networks.
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